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Two Controversial issues On Election Ballot)
HEATED ’DISCRIMINATION’
ASB NEEDS.,12 OFFitERS;
VOTE! ALSO NEW YELL LEADER
DEBATE TO BE SETTLED
By LOUIS NOIA

By GEORGE GUNTER

Three proposed anti -discrimination amendmentsthe most controversial, bitterly-debated campus
Issue in monthsand NSAwill
be voted upon today as hundreds
of students enter Student Union
to cast their ballots.
The polls, supervised by members of Student Court and Student
Council, opened at 8 a.m, and will
FULL LEASED WIRE SERVICE OF UNITED PRESS
remain open throughout the day
Entered
as
second
class
matter
in th San Jos Post Office.
The Press of the Globe Printing Co., San Jose, Clif.
until 4 p.m.
Each of the amendments will be
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voted upon separately. NSA is the Vol ime =WI
fourth entry on today’s ballot.
Students voting today will follow the same procedure used by
the Court and Council in the recent executive council elections.
Voters must have their ASB
(AN EDITORIAL)
(AN EDITORIAL)
cards* punched before they are
given ballot forms and allowed inAn issue which has national significance is
Tom Wall, ASB president-elect, in speaking for
to the polling zone.
San
Jose State college at the recent National
amon
ballotthe
anti-discrimination
today’s
The rubber stamps provided
endments to the ASB constitution. President Students Association convention in. Los Anmust be used. All ballots not proTruman has split the Democratic party on the geles, stated that "an attempt has been made
perly marked will be disqualified.
At the top of the ballot will apsame issue. Today everyone must weigh the to educate the student bodybut there has
pear:
merits of these amendments and make an intel- been no student reaction whatsoever.
"For each of the following proYou, the students, who have been long cornligent decision.
posed amendments to the ASB
plaining that you have had no voice in the
constitution of San Jose State colNo one has objected to the ideals set forth nation’s government, who have been clamoring
lege, please indicate your preferby
the proposed amendments, but the method of for a recognized audience before a more ausence by marking an "X" in the
obtaining the ideals is abominable. Whatever picious body than that which gathers around
appropriate square with the rubthe result of the election, we must work out a the local pot-bellied stoveyou, the alleged
ber stamp."
means of obtaining equality without stepping leaders of tomorrow, have not shown evidence of
The NSA entry will read:
on anyone’s rights. These amendments to the the initiative or the guts to stand up and fight
"In my opinion I favor San Jose
with
affiliation
college
State
constitution should be voted down.
for the rights with which you were born. You
NSA."
are offered that voice you claim you want and

San Pie it

&lila

S artan Dail
VOTE THEM DOWN

SMALL AUDIENCE

APPLAUDS RECITAL
BY WOODWINDS

San Jose State college’s Woodwind Choir, conducted by Thomas
Eagan, made Pts appearance before a small but appreciative audience last night in the Little
Theater.
Each of the offerings by the
group, from the opening Serenade
in E Flat Major by Mozart to
the dosing Deuxieme Suite by
Dubois, met with enthusiastic
approval from the small crowd.
solo,
oboe
Cunha’s
George
"Conoerto for Oboe in 0 Minor,"
was well received.
Beethoven’s Sonata, featuring
Virginia Howe on the violoncello,
accompanied by Lavinia Brook on
the piano, drew spirited applause.
Mozart’s Concerto for Bassoon,
played by Phyllis Mace, was acclaimed wholeheartedly.

SEIBOLD, GRAYSON
RALLIES TONIGHT
Tonight at 8 in the Inner Quad,
two more queen candidate rallies
are scheduled to take place. Campaign managers for Carol Seibold
and Donna Grayson promise two
entertaining hours, packed with
music, laughs, skits and stunts.
Opening the evening’s entertainment, the rally for Carol Sei-

bold, starts at 8 o’clock; the sec-at

AWS NOMINATIONS
WILL END TODAY
women
This is the final day
nominations
students may turn in
petitions for 1948-49 AWS cabinet
officers. Any woman student is
eligible to file petitions in the
Dean of Women’s office, reports
Dot Moody, president.
"The form should include the
ASB number, college year, condidate’s name, and office desired,"
said Moody.

But the matter should not die there. Immediately constructive work should begin. In the
past there has been two fastions giving lip-ser_vice to the same ideals, but faTusg:to get together for compromise. The same thing ends
in civil war on the national scale; witness China,
Spain, etc.
Organizational votes ought to be strong
enough to defeat the proposed issue. Other
thinking students are vitally concerned and will
undoubtedly take intelligent cognizance of the
matter and vote accordingly. It isn’t a pleasant
thing to realize that many groups may withdraw
from the Student Body if this legislation passes.
Before letting such a thing happen, we should
get rid of the cancerous growth which is causing the infection,
Charges of malpractice, prjudice, discrimination, and communist have been, and will continue
to fly about campus whenever_this subject
cussed. This is the first sign of a weak argument.
When one has his back to the wall it is his first
thought to destroy completely his adversary,
This is one thing we all should refrain from doing.
We advocate that everyone vote the antidiscrimination amendments down. Vote against
them, but don’t forget the issue. The Congress
of the United States has failed to take any action on the Civil Rights program, but that isn’t
any sign that San Jose State must follow its lead.
We can set a national precedent by voting the
amendments down, and getting something workable in their place.

NSA IS FOR YOU

yet refuse to react whenit’s set WOre you.
But why this i mpassive response to NSA?
Have yuu become so smugly callolited arathick -skinned in your own little academic worIch
that noThing can shake you from the trance of
conservatism to which you’ve succumbed? Can
no new idea penetrate your shields without be ing beaten down as outlandishly liberal? Or can
it be because you just don’t care?
You ask what NSA has accomplished? The
answer is a multitude of things and over a
short period of time.
It has been granted the only recognized student seat in UNESCO. Arrangements have
been made for more than 100 American students
to work abroad this summer. It has arranged
cooperative trips to Mexico for summer session
study, exchangeos in Paris, and has negotiated
for transportation facilities for any students destudy tours,
For cultural -advancement NSA has arrangira
for a block of seats at reduced rates at symphonies in San Francisco for the University of
California. Speakers agencies have been set up
and housing projects begun.
These are but a few of the things that NSA_
has brought about or will soon create.
By June, 181 schools must have ratified the
NSA constitution in order for NSA to become
a legally constituted, body. To date 140 have
ratified. By voting YES in today’s election you
can aid in creating what is certain to be a tremendous asset to students throughout the nationand that means YOU as individuals.

U.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL BLASTS RUMORS THAT NSA
IS INCLUDED IN LIST OF COMMUNIST ORGANIZATIONS

Nominations from the floor will
be valid at the nominations assembly today at 2:30 p.m. In the Little Theater. Students are needed
to fill 12 ASB offices which are:
two representatives-at -large (one
man and one woman), one corresponding ASB secretary, two
representatives from each of the
sophomore, junior and senior
classes, two junior Justices, and
one prosecuting attorney.
Also scheduled today in the Little Theater at 2:30 will be yell
leader tryouts out of which the
Student Council, with the aid of
the executive officers of the Rally
committee, will appoint one head
leader and two assistants.
Elections will be held Monday
and run-offs Wednesday in the
Student Unionvoting procedure
set up by the Student Court will
be the same as before.
Representative from the freshman class will be elected during
the winter quarter, one will serve
one-half year and one will serve
a full year.
AU executive officers of the Associated Students must be ASH
members and must be on clear
standing and have completed at
least 75 unite at time of election
and shall have been enrolled in
this college at least one year at
the time of taking office.
Class representatives must not
be more than six units deficient
for their class. Students elected
will take office June 4. All officers elected in the spring quarter
will serve for one year except for
the class representatives who have
staggered terms of office.

UNESCO HOLDS
FIRST OFFICIAL
MEET TOMORROW
State Department officials and
delegate* from seven Western
states, Hawaii and Alaska are arriving In San Francisco today for
the first Foal% Wonal conference on UNESCO which opens tomorrow at the War Memorial Opera House.
Emerson Arends, San Jose State
ASB president, will go to the conference as a representative of the
State college. Spartan Daily Editor Phillip Robertson will represent
the Junior College. Dr. Harold P.
Miller and Dr. George G. Bruntz
of the SJS faculty are also expected to attend, according to a release from college authorities.
The purpose of the three-day
conference, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, is to determine programs the community organizations can carry out to further UNESCO’s aim of increased International understanding as an aid to
world peace.
More than 3000 delegates are
expected to attend, the report said.

on April 28 WriteJ. Edgar Hoov- eral Tom Clark of Ifover’s lnforer, director of the Federal Bureau mation, and asking that an immeBlasj,ng rumorz wh
wired .collect, %un--branded NSA a subversive organ
to Washington by Robertson
Jose
of
..-.:Robertson
told
the
San
izatio_n, Vincent Quinn, assistant
on Monday morning.
attorney general of the United State prolonged interest In NSA,
Quinn, evidently delegated to
States, notified the Spartan Daily and inquried about the rumors
Results of Friday’s Spardi Gras
Is investigating the handle such inquiries, supplied the
late yesterday afternoon by wire that "the FBI
Queen primary elections Will not
organization
and
plans
to
put
NSA
Spartan
Daily
with
definite
inforthat NSA is free from federal gobe released until Saturday night,
vernment surveilance as a radical on the list of communist front or- motion that dispells the deroga- during the Sophomore Dance, deganizatIons."
tory and prevaricated remarks
group.
dares John Peterson, Spardl Gras
Hoover, in an air mail reply of which have followed NSA’s actions chairman.
"National Students Association
months.
during
recent
Although Spardi Gras Queen
not included in list of organize- May 4, stated that "the Federal
tions transmitted by Attorney Bureau of Investigation does not
will be decided in the finalists’ balloting next week, the name of the
General to Loyalty Review Board compile any list of communist
as within scope of Executive order front organizations." His letter
winner will be withheld until
The California National Guard Spardi Gras Day, according to Pe9835," Quinn’s communique stated. further informed that, under ExIn quest of an answer to circu- ycutive order 9835, the Attorney will hold a meeting and open terson. The name and picture of
lating statements regarding NSA’s General is empowered to desig- house at the National Guard Ar- the queen will appear in the soumory on North Third street from venir booklets which will be sold
alleged communist affiliation. Phil nate subversive groups.
at the festival.
A wire informing Attorney Gen- 8 to 10 Thursday night. ,
Robertson, Spartan Daily editor,
By PAUL CANE
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HOLD OPEN HOUSE

QUEEN RESULTS
WILLSE WITHHELD
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1/Robin Hood’ Melodies Assure Acclaim
For Long -Standing Sure -Fire Hit Show

Wednesday, May 12 1948

Al Johns

SPARTOON

Reginald de Koven wrote 41 interrupted flow of happy inspiraproductions before "Robin Hood," tion "Robin Hood" still remains
the
classic of
"The tungfu
of ’Robin and for freshness, gayety and un- unquestionably
comic operas.
pularity
Hood’ enjoyed such
that opera companies w Id proThe opera was composed durduce this comic opera when funds
ing’ ’the winter 1888-89, in three
were low, resulting in a sure-fire
months.
hit and tremendous box office atThe story of "Robin Hood," the
traction,’ explained Dr. i
legendary English outlaw who
Gillis,
production director"
lived in Sherwood Forest, is fa"Robin Hood," to be presented by
miliar to everyone. His daring,
the combined talents of the
and kind deeds have been read
Speech and Music departments of
and loved by young and old alike.
San Jose State college.
JOVIAL BAND
This opera with its pastoral,
band of outlaws,
merry
His
open-air atmosphere will be’given
Little John Will Scarlet, Friar
in Morris Dailey Auditorium May
Tuck, and Allan a Dale have won
20, 21 and 22.
the hearts of their readers.
0 Promise Me,’ now a traThe music has’ always been conditional wedding song, ’Brown Ocsidered the most youthful, spontober
Ale,’
and
"Armorer’s
Song,’
!"
"Just wait ’tU we get rifles
taneous of Reginald de Koven’s
are but a few of the fluent melotalents, and the libretto, considerdies that await the opening,"
ed the best of Harry Smith, who
continued Dr. Gillis.
collaborated on this opera.
STILL FAVORITES
Dr. Lyle Downey, music department head, will direcl the music,
"After the sixty years that
Miss Maurine Thompson, will
Robin Hood has occupied the
stage, the merry tunes which have
coaeh the soloists, E. A, Thormadsgaard, will train the chorus,
so long been the property of the
Thrust and Parry:
American people, still remain
and Miss Fredericka Moore will
Nothing good can come from the camp which advocates anti- their favorites."
coach the dancing.
discrimination measures, when these measures defeat their purpose
’by splitting our campus into warring factions. Is the Student Body
Tenor Derrell Bond, Oakland, plays Robin flood, in the production of San Jose State college, to
Card going to become as worthless as a continental, just because a be presented May 20, 21 and 23 in the Morris Dailey auditorium.
few students imagine they are being persecuted or discriminated
He is a graduate of Castlemont High School, Oakland, and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Bond,
against? Only the unscrupulous and obnoxious would shield their 582 14th street of that city.
own inability and lack of character by using the A.S.B. Constitution
Bond has had singing experience in high school operettas, and vocal work in college.
to destroy the very organizations they are unworthy of participating
Commenting on Bond’s abilities, Miss Maurine Thompson, vocal instructor who is coaching the solin. Is the A.S.B. Constitution to become a tool of the spiteful to oists, said he was a singer with marked dramatic ability and instinct.
destroy the Associated Student Body?
Bond is also a member of the Richards Club of San Jose, and a Marine veteran.
He is a senior Speech and Drama major, and is a member of Alpha Pi Omega, social fraternit ;
A.S.B. 6249 states: "If democracy is to survive, the U.S. Constitution must serve for more than well turned phrases and empty Radio Guild, and the San Jose Players.
By JIM CAPUTO

Derrell Bond
To Sing Lead
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THRUST AND PARRY
Nothing Good Can Come

platitudes uttered on the Fourth of July." -Everyone cannot help but
agree with that, but you are evading the issue yourself by the colossal
platitude which ends your article, revealing an "holier than thou"
attitude.
I do not believe that the end, however righteous or worthy, can
justify the means, when those means are not governed by justice and
honesty. Human rights cannot be protected in this way. I agree
wholeheartedly that the goal is full citizenship for everyone. The
means of achievement, however, is not by force, but by the education
we are supposedly in the process of receiving here. I agree with the
principle of anti-discrimination but not with the proposed method of
solution, therefore I would vote against the measure if it were placed
on the ballot. Every A.S.B. Card holder should do the same, if the
privileges for which you paid are to be protected.
Barbara Wells
A.S.B. 378

Not A Commie
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Since I started circulating literature advocating passage of the
Civil Rights Amendments (much to my surprisein violation of both
school and city regulations) I have been called everything from a
radical to a Communist.
I never was a Communist or a member of the AYD. I NEVER
will be a Communist or a member of the AYD. I am OPPOSED to
Communism because of two reasons: (1) It would never work. (2)
Communism as practiced in Russia is not Communisticit is nothing
’more than a glorified totalitarianism!
I am not a radical. I NEVER was a radical. I probably never
will be a radical. I consider myself a conservative -liberal. (I am not
even "left" enough to support Henry Wallace.)
I was not paid to publish pro-amendments literature by, the
"Commies" or anyone else. I paid for the paper, etc. out of my own
pocket and distributed them myself. No one else is to blame.
I circulated the pro-amendments literature because I believe
as a stated on a good share of themthat "OUR BEST WEAPON
AGAINST COMMUNISM IS DEMOCRACY." Let’s use it!!
Bill Horn
A.S.B. 4568

Crowded Traffic Conditions Demand
Increased Skills In Young Drivers
youthful beginner is confronted
with the most congested traffic
The process of wheeling over a situation in history. It’s a situaton of metal, wood and rubber tion that demands know-how.
through today’s crowded streets
RAPID ADVANCEMENT
is becoming more and more an
Educators rapidly are waking
art.
Striking home every day around up to the situation that makes
the campus is the undenyable fact every mile a peril. They are lookthat there are too many auto- ing around and doing something
mobiles. :t takes an expert to about it.
By BOB BODEN

ram his gas buggy into a parallel
curb space only six inches longer
than his car.
Pity the poor novice with ink
still fresh on his driver’s license,
with the answers to his driver’s
test still ringing in his ears. Sure,
he made it but the worst is yet
to come.
Nosing his heap into the main
stream of metropolitan traffic the

Recently San Jose State college was the scene of a demonstation of the most modern trend
in
practical
education.
Civic
leaders and teachers from San
Jose gathered for a show of
driver-training methods.
Through use of dual control
automobiles it is possible to give
accurate driving practice and always maintain the necessary mar-

gin of safety. Here education
comes down to earth to give a
course
pertinent
to
everyday
needs of society.
With such courses established
in high schools onemore forward
step will have been taken in striking down the highway death toll.
At a recent meeting of the
Highway Transportation congress
in Washington, tip motoring situation was pictized as "confused." They stressed the inadequacy of streets and traffic
congestion in metropolitan areas.
For its part in the drivertraining program, San Jose State
college is made a, force in taking
the confusion out of motoring,
making the new driver a good
driver, and the highway a safer
place.
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Get Facts Straight
Dear Thrust and Parry and Ed Kerr:
First of all get your facts straight. There was never a colored
boy denied the right to live at a Varsity house. Second, the bait on
colored basketball players was lifted before SJS went to-ItaligaR City.’
Manhattan college had a colored player in the ASIB tournament.
fir u a-lat bf Mitible
therf-wwirpeace and-harmony at Wa311-ington Square.
We wish whoever started this goofy racial discrimination petition
,
would suddenly"drop dead."
Fred Silva, Jack Faulk and
eight other students

Page

Editorial

Spartan Daily
EDITORPAU

Robertson

DAY EDITORALICE JOY SOLDER

2

Six men of local distinction ponder over the possibilities of the dual driving automobile
after carefully inspecting same. The picture was taken recently during a safe driving demonstration.
From left to right are: Capt. Edward Tressier, of the California Highway Patrol; Sheriff Iloward
Hornbuckle; Chief of Police Ray Blackmore; Mayor Al Ruffo; Melville E. Duffey, manager of the local
AAA; and President T. W. MacQuarrie.
Photo by Dean Spuler.

Students Will Go
To Steak Barbeque State Summer Camp Plans Are Organized
At Alum Rock Park La Honda Has Been Chosen As Camp Site
Wednesday, May 12, 1948

I

THRUST AND PARRY

One Man’s Opinion

any

Thrust and, Parry:
We the undersi ned mem be rs
of the Spartan Daily editorial
staff, wish to go on record as
favoring the three anti -discrimination clauses as they stand.

canni, the reatbou only a
people had previously thought
about discrimination is that only
a few are discriminated against;
however, II you think that all the
rumors of discrimination are figments of the imagination, ask
any dark man.
You demanded the students to,
vote against the proposed amendments. I am very grateful when,
one tells me HOW to think but
never WHAT to think.
Signed: Ted Watson (ASB 5493)

We disagree with the opinions
on this issue expressed in the
editorial columns, which have
been formulated by the editor as
his journalistic privilege.
Signed: Robert Blackmon (ASB
4578), V. R. Wilson (ASB 5893),
Bob Boden (ASB 5839), Louis A.
Noia (ASB 4495), Philip Smith
(ASB 6044).

department, if such be the

Dear Thrust and Parry
and Phil Robertson:
In your editorial May 4, you
stated that if the anti-discrimination provisions are -approved, it
would cause a disintegration to
the entire student government
and social system as it is now
known. If the present system is
so Ill-founded that this would result, isn’t it high time to establish a durable, non-discriminatory government and society?
You stated that the acceptance of the anti -discrimination
provisions would result in the
Athletic department putting pressure on the student body by
charging regular admission for all
games. Your pecuniary submission is disgusting. True, money
isn’t abundant (not at my source)
but neither is human pride and
dignity (regardless of the color
of the skin which covers it) so
abundant that one can sacrifice
It to the caprice and prejudice of
-

STAMPS! STAMPS!
New Stamps in Almost Daily.
Fine Stock of Coins, too.
GEORGE F. KOHL
2465. lit St., Room 407 Col. 9742-W
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

POPULAR CO-ED

"Also included in the program
will be singing, Riddle explained.
To go with the barbecued steaks
HvIll be salad, rolls, coffees’, and
ice cream."

Let’s Think

Wednesday we are voting on
two issues: NSA and our local
anti -discrimination clauses on the
same ballot. In the light of this,
let’s see if they are uniform as
to their avowed purpose. Realizing one of NSA’s would-be strong
points is their stand against discrimination, this should be interesting. By-law III, Sect. 4 (Bylaw III is better known as the
Bill of Rights) states: "The right!,
of every student to exercise his’
full rights as a citizen in forming and participating in local,
nation, or internation organizetions for intellectual, religious,
ocial, political, economic or cult ral purposes and to publish and
Doesn’t
disribute their views."
this full right of a citizen include that of being able to freely
choose who ever the organization
wants for members. Yet Amendments Nos. I and 2 would limit
their right in forming and participating, etc., in any organization according to their own
wishes. Can we accept both and
not realize the confliction in their
intent.
NSA’s statement in regards to
recognition of student organizations, our equivalent of on-campus
status, In view of their Bill of
"Recognition
Rights,
state s:
should not be used as a lever to
dictate their form of organization or procedure." lit does not
seem this statement coincides
with Amendment No. 2 that
states: " . .
any organization
with discriminatory clauses shall
be refused on-campus recogni, ." How can anyone vote
tion
"yes" on BOTH without resifting such confllctions as these
exist? Can we ratify both and
say we are in full agreement
’with their respective programs?
Isn’t a "yes" vote on these is-
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CHESTERFIELDS

Larry PARKS Ellen DREW

’I; Iv

She Say,:

starrill

PIGGY ANN

"Chesterfields are really smooth!"

GARNER

year after year first
Chesterfields
choice of college men and women.

IN
TSCHNICOLON.
10.111.1.0111W

"No vote is a NO vote!"
vnif YES FOR THE AMENDMENTS

DAILY LUNCHEON_
YUM !

YUM !

A bus will provide free transportation to and from the park
and will leave from the Women’s
Gym at 3:30 p.m.
.

Dear Thrust and Parry:

Disintegration

SJS students may attend a
steak barbecue Sunday at Alum
Rock Park sponsored by the coed recreation oommittee. The
group will set up facilities for
games, an open air dance, and
food, reports Chairman Hal Riddle.

Also Fine Homemade Chili

DONUTS and, COFFEE

15

Lois Marks (s)

Donuts To Go!
Made Tend’r Fresh
Three Times Daily

SPARTAN DONUT SHOP
125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET.

.1.4.

inib.11 dbrard4gaillidigt

Tickets are now on sale in the
outer quad, Business office, and
the Women’s Gym.

LEADING LADY
CHOSEN TONITE
Selection of a leading lady for
the Screen Classics Production
series, "Melody Mesa’ will take
place at the Victory theater tonight at 9:30, according to Sal
Milan, campus representative.
Several San Jose State college
coeds including the Spardi Gras
queen candidates Vaux Mervy,
Joanne Thorniey, Bobby Brown,
Donna Grayson, and Carol Seibold are vying for the leading
role. Brad King, of the "Hop A
Long Cassidy" films will be the
leading man in the forthcoming
productions.
Other San Jose State coeds also in the race are Norma Self,
Gwen
Samuelson, Lnez Arais,
Bobby Kiernan, Diane Smithem,
Ethel Dodge, and Jane Coughlin.
The winner also will become
the Sheriff’s Posse Rodeo Queen,
to
Sheriff
Howard
according
Hornbuckle, in addition to receiving a contract making her a star
player in the "Melody Mesa" series to be directed by Merle Connell.

"The site this year has been
chosen at La Honda near Redwood City and will continue for
three days immediately following Freshman camp. The date
"Spardi Gras queen candidates, has been definitely set for SepIn addition to their rallies, will tember 21 until 24."
make personal appearances on the
Keller stressed that transporlocal radio airways and theater tation ad room and board will
stages," announced Sal Milan, be included in the total cost. He
publicity director,
was unable to say what the price
According to Milan, arrange- would be, however.
ments have been made for a sher"General recreation will probiff’s posse car to escort queens ably take up most of the time
to the stage of the Victory Thea- spent at the camp. Several noted
ter at 9:15 p.m. tonight for a I speakers have been contacted and
brief appearance.
I will be available at that time.
Local airways will broadcast Campus leaders will conduct distranscribed interviews with each cussion groups in which everyof the six candidates, the direc- one will participate and It will
tor explained. "At 4:15 p.m to- cover topics of problems and
morrow on the Buddy Cole Cam- policies of San Jose State colpus Quiz, radio station KLOK ’ lege."
will air the interviews," he said.
Reservations may
be made
A rebroadcast will be heard at soon at the Library arch for the
7:30 that evening.
limited number of 250 students
Directly following
the quiz who will be entitled to attend.
program, the queens will appear The theme for this year’s camp
at 4:45 p.m. on Norman Paul’s is "Better Spartan For A Better
Platter Show at the MK) radio State."
station.

GROUPS HONOR
5JSC QUEENS

INVITE GIVEN BY
ATHLETIC HEAD
Glenn Hartranft, head of the
Physical Education department,
yesterday extended an invitation
to the student body to attend an
exhibition on Wednesday, June
9. in the Men’s gymnasium.
Hartranft stated the exhibit
will be open between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m., and will feature a display
of all forms of athletic equipment used by his department. _

Misguided
Dear Thrust and Parry:
A recent Thrust and Parry by
Joe Galata made a few misguided
statements about newspapers I
would like to take issue with.
He stated, "Newspapers today
are fighting to retain the license
of freedom of the press that was
guaranteed them , .." The people,
not the newspapers, are guaranteed freedom of the press. The
newspaper is merely the instrument used to convey the news to
the people, and the more you try
to control the content. of a newspaper the more you infringe on
your guaranteed rights.
In reference to the attack
against Robertson’s editorial, Mr.
Galatz hasn’t a leg to stand on.
The editor of a newspaper has
the right to take any stand on
any issue and support or attack
that issue in the editorial columns
to his heart’s content. ColumnMr.
ists, too, have this right.
Galatz gripes about the right of
an editor to present his views,
but how he would cry if his views
weren’t printed. In the Spartan
and 15- columns offer
Daily the
the students the opportunity to
isn’t that
enrage their views

Love passes quickly and passes
like a street Arab, anxious to
mark his %Vey with mischief.-- Bal-

zac.

3

"State camp for the summer of 1948 has been organized to the
point where we are now ready to release certain information relating
to the camp," revealed Esther Weakley and Bob Keller, co-chairmen,
Tuesday.

sues merely chopping one freedom of our citizenship rights to
put another one on? How can
there be any gain to a movement
of this sort?
Signed: Glenn Stewart (ASB
285)

The news stories on the issue
now before the student body have
presented both sides of the question and I believe it has handled
the issue quite objectively and in
an extremely fair manner.
The statements Mr. Galatz
made are rather silly and for the
most part unfounded. Why don’t
people think before they cry
wolf?
Signed: Hal Snook (ASB 1472)

SPARTAN DAILY

He that would the daughter win,
must with the mother first begin.

Personal beauty IS a better recommendation than any letter of
Introduction.
Aristotle

PAR PHOTO
SERVICE
Photo Supplies - Finishing
61 E. Santa Clara Street
.M114.1=0...

ELECTRIC SHAVER
Saks sad Service
1-Das

SORORITIES
end

FRATERNITIES
LOOKING FOR A HOUSE?
For large Nagle, homes suitable
for sorority and fraternity houses,
see us. Range of prices.

ROBERT E.

RUF

Gladys H. Ruf ’33

SAVED

gftla arn‘ric/ oatr
rfied
Kai Service s Specialty

Ti! SHAVER SHOP
Sao Joie A. Calif.
Pima. DLL 212

A PENNY EARNED

Golden West Dry Cleaners
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to town
Close to College
SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
275 E. William

25-29 S. Third Street
332 L Santa Clara St.
24th and Santa Clara St.

RALLY

e -’t1

REMINGTON RAND,
SCHICK and
SHAVEMASTER

0 a. Basta Clara

79 E. San Antonio
Col. 4201

A PENNY

Ou

1199 Franklin - Santa Clare
Main Plant
Ballard 60
231 Willow
1335 Lincoln

TONIGHT
8:00

Look for the Gold Nuggets today
presented by the Golden Queen

CAROLE SEIBOLD
SPARDI GRAS QUEEN
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SPARTAN SPINNERS WILL SPONSOR
PORTUGUESE THINGADA’ PARTY
A Portuguese "Chingada" party,
sponsored by the Spartan Spinners Folk Dance club, will be
given Friday, May 14, in the
Women’s Gyjn from 7:30 to 11:30
p.m.
"Chingada," says dance chairman George Buehring, Is Portuguese for big dance or party, and,
he adds, the Chingada will be just
that. In addition to participating
In dances of 12 nations, party
goers will be revived witis.a substantial quantity of refreshments,
supervised by Dwile Ileggeni.
Folk dancers from San Jose
and the Bay Area have been invited to take part in the Chingada. From 150 to 200 couples
are expected. All Spartans interested in folk dancing are invited
to be the guests of the Spinners,
according to Les Ferguson, Spartan Spinner president.
The Swedish Hambo, perennial
favorite of folk dancers everywhere, is the first dance on the
program and appears three times
during the evening. Other dances
included on the program are the
Russian Vo Sadu Li, the Neopolltan Tarantella of Italy, Norwegian Sundmallnas, and the Portuguese Fado Blanquita. Four
or five American dances are also
scattered throughout the program.

Local Attorney
To Speak On Law
At Today’s Meeting
The requirements for the successful practice of law will be
analyzed by Attorney Vernon Perren when he addresses the PreLegal Club tomorrow afternoon
in room 17 at 3:30.
Attorney Perren will discuss
the nature of a "legal mind" and
the reasoning procedures whereby lawyers arrive at the advice
given clients. The competition,
specializations, and outlook for
the legal profession will be reviewed.
An alumnus of San Jose State
college and student body president, Attorney Perren was graduated from the Stanford School
of Law in 1932.
He has had experience as a
corporation lawyer. From 1941
to 1947, he was Assistant District
Attorney of Santa Clara County.
At present Perren is practicing
law in San Jose as a member of
the firm of Smith, Wool, and Perren.

’Meet Your Queen STUDENT Y ANNOUNCES SUMMER
Dance’ Tickets
PROJECTS NOW OPEN TO MEMBERS
Still On Sale
Tickets are still on sale in the
Library arch for the "Meet Your
Queen Dance" sponsored by the
Sophomore class, announced Dick
Cirigliano, president.
This dance will give students
not able to attend queen rallies a
chance to meet the Spardi Queen
queen candidates, he stated.
"French bouquets, furnished by
Charles C. Naviet’s company, will
be prealoted to the queens at the
dance," arigliano revealed.
The dance will be held in the
Men’s gym on Saturday, May 15.
Tickets are on sale for 60 cents
per cckiple, 40 cents for stags.

The Student Y office announcedl
summer projects available to
members throughout California
including summer employment,
instruction,
college
theological
and leadership seminars.
Applications for Student Christian Movement Presidents’ school
at the Pacific School of Religion
in Berkeley are being accepted in
the Student Y office. This training offers courses in Christian
Faith, social ethics, and leadership
In Christian movements.
A college summer service is
available from June 28 to August’
17 in New York and is limited to
40 students for work with social
and religious agencies in New
York which will include forums,

History Of Printing
Library hall showcases feature a new exhibit on the history of printing, announces Miss
Joyce Backus, head librarian.
Various books and pamphlets
on display concern newspaper
mechanics, color guide, type design, copy -fitting and bookbinding.
Also shown is the kind of
type: Futura, Bodoni, Jansen,
Garamond and others together
with mention of the author and
a short history.
A map of the United States
shows the dates of the first
knownrinting in this country.

Drama Department Spartan Book Store Adds Betty Williams,
Announces Cast Peggy Kendall to Staff Of Employees
For One-Act Plays
Too Much Smoochin’
On Drake Campus

Two new attractions have been
added to the staff of the Spartan
Book Store in the persons of Mrs.
Casts for the one-act plays, to Peggy Kendall
and Mrs. Betty
be given May IS and 14 in the Williams who assumed
their posiStudio Theater, have been antions on campus May 4.
nounced by the Speech and Drama
Mrs. Kendall, who is secretary
department.
to the Book Store manager, is
Derrell Bond is directing a cast a
brown-eyed brunette who hails
of seven in "The Pot Boiler" by
from Mountain View. Her husAlice Gerstenberg. Alvin Johnson
band is a pre-legal student at
will play "Mr. Sud," Francis Lick San Jose State. Since graduating
Kollmer,
Kathy
war, "Wouldby,"
from San Mateo JC she has been
"Miss Ivory," Doris Perry, "Miss
employed by the Southern Pacific
Pencil," Robert Tomlinson, "Mr.
Ftaliroad before coming here.
Ruler," Joseph Rabinowitz, "Mr.
Mrs. Williams, tall, red-headed
rInkwell," and John Hayden. "Mr.
and blue-eyed, hails from Santa
Ivory."
Barbara and other points south.
Barbara Baumann is director of
As she explains it, she is the perPhillip
"Helena’s Husband" by
son who contacts the various deMoeller. The cast includes Bette
partment heads and instructors
BeHorst as "Helena," Marie Guzdetermine what books will be
zetti, "Tsumu," John Hayden, to
needed for the coming quarters.
"Menelaus," Ray L. Caley, "Analytikos," Thomas Dean, "Paris." She and_her husband ..are Spartann City residents.
"Aria Da Capo," directed by
Roxzana Hildreth lists in the cast
Don Lev as "Pierrot," Dorothy
Williams as "Columbine," James
Forester, "Cothurnus," the Muse
of Tragedy, James Jensen, "ThyMiss Jeannette Vander Ploeg,
sis" a shepherd, Donald Pearinian head cataloger, and Miss Madge
as "Corydon," a shepherd.
Jennings, assistant librarian in
The setting for "The Pot Boil- the reserve book room, are aber" will be a modern stage. "Hel- sent from their duties due to illena’s Husband" is staged in the ness, reports Miss Joyce Backus,
days of Helen of Troy, and the head librarian.
scene for "Aria Da Capo" will be
Miss Vander Ploeg probably will
a stage set for a harlequlnade.
not return for the remainder of
the quarter.
Miss Jennings who is at home
is expected back soon.

Librarians Absent
From Book Duties

Jackson Will Escort
Class On Mill Tour

Professor Hartley E. Jackson
announced today that he will escort his class in printing management on a tour of a paper mill
operated by the Fiberboard Products company in Stockton, Thursday, May 13."

DES MOINES, Ia., May 11.
(UP)
- Drake university coeds
agreed yesterday to stop kissing
on the campus -in daylight.
They insisted that only "a few
of the more amorous girls" had
been too public in their necking.
However, they said that Leona
Anderson, university women’s dormitory counsellor, was right in
calling a halt to "kissing the boys
on the dormitory front steps in
daylight."
Miss Anderson called sorority
officers together and asked them
to cooperate in stopping the
"over-affectionate"
conduct
of
some sorority members.
Barbara Borman, president of
Chi Omega National sorority, said
"We took it up in a chapter meeting and all of us agreed that it
doesn’t look very nice to be clinching on the campus in the daylight-"
"I understand there had been
complaints from some Des Moines
citizens," she said.
student
The
Times - Delphic,
newspaper, took notice of the situation in verse:
"Breathes there the man with
soul so dead,
"Who never to his date has said,
"Hang the ban and tilt your
head."

tours, and opportunities to speak
with outstanding leaders in the
is
Further information
East.
available in the Student Y office
The Institute of International
Relations at Mills college will hold
a group on seminars on "America’s Responsibility in the Struggle for Peace." From June 20 to
June 29, the seminars will include
techniques of group leadership,
lectures on patterns of discrimination, round -tables on UN and
the Marshall Plan, and discussions
on the future of Germany.
For complete details of these
various summer projects, those
interested should contact Rev.
Malcolm "Mac" Carpenter in the
Student Y office.

Transportation
Made Available For
Friday’s Steak Bake
Transportation will be provided
to the junior -senior steak bake
Friday at Alum Rock Park. According to Eleanore Johnson and
Donna McCarty, chairmen, "a
bus will leave from the Student
Union 3 p.m. Friday and will return about 11 p.m."
Reservations may be made at
a booth in the Library arch today, tomorrow, and all day Friday at a cost of 75 cents. Tickets
will also be sold at the barbecue.
The scheduled program will begin with games in the park before dinner and a dance at the
outdoor floor will conclude the
day’s activities. Faculty member Dr. Robert Rhodes will lead
singing at a bonfire.
The affair is open to members
of the Junior and Senior class
all upper classmerr are invited.
Upper class advisers Dr. G. A.
McCallum and Donald P. Sevrens
will be present.

Stanford Prof Here
To Discuss Politics
Philip W. Buck, Social Science
department head at Stanford
university, will discuss political
parties and practical politics at
8 tonight in the Morris Dailey
auditorium.

THURSDAY
MAY 13
S. J. Civic Auditorium

At the home of

Spartan Bowlers
Fred "Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.

Men & Women’s P.E.
Classes held here.
WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES
Leole Murphy -v

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara Bel. 8423

It

Let’s Support Our
School Candidates
For The Local

Movie Role
and

Rodeo Queen
Attend the

VICTORY
THEATRE
57 North First St.

WED. NITE
Stage Show 9:30 P.M.

IN PERSON
BRAD KINGMale Lead
CAL SHRUM and His
Rhythm Rangers

DELICIOUS SHAKES
AND SUNDAES

Plus Addisd Guests
from Hollywood

We Feature Golden State
Ice Cream Exclusively

z

COED RECREATION

STUDENTS

And Of Course
FINAL SELECTION of
LEADING LADY for
"Melody Mese," series
(Sal Millen, Campus Rep.)

ON THE SCREEN
-""."1.

BAR4-CUE

ti5ITSWRIMg="IirTey Tempit
Rory Calhoun

SUNDAY, MAY 16

"THE HAGEN GIRL"

4 till 10

and
James Mason
"ODD MAN OUT"

Wear old clothes
Alum Rock Park
Transportation furnished
Steak Dinner
Dancing

Tickets available
at Business Office

TheriA iiiq

183 E SAN FERNANDO ST
ACROSS FROM STUDENT UNION

HOT SANDWICHES
HOME MADE CHILI

DELICIOUS CHILIBURGERS
HOME MADE SOUPS

We now have STEAKS and CHOPS
Also Fresh FRENCH FRIES
Open 7 A.M.-II P.M. Daily

TONIGHT
Special
Reserve Section
For Students

TRACKMEN UNDERDOGS
IN WEST COAST RELAYS

HERE’S THE DEAL
By BARNEY BARNETT
Today a small battle in the war
for racial equality will be waged
on our campus and we feel an attempt should be made to give the
sports side of the controversy.’
In our opinion the ultimate end
of any sports activity Is to produce a winning team. The team
that wins is almost always the
team composed of better athletes,
regardlesti of color or race.
Wri fans attend an athletic
cont st they go to see an exhibition of skill, not to inquire into
the genetical background of the
participants. The fact that Joe
Louis happens to be a negro has
never seemed to deter fans from
turning out to watch the heavyweight champion.
COLORED STARS
Many opponents of the amendments argue, reasonably enough,
that better race relations cannot
be legislated. It Is certainly an
undeniable fact that men like
Charlie Townsend and The irs
Knowles have done much to help
the cause of the colored Spartan
athletes.
It has also been pointed out that
professional baseball, long an advocate of segregation, has thrown
open the gates to negrp ball players.
However, we might well ask if
rulings against segregation had

NEW WRESTLING
CONFERENCE
San Jose State wrestling c9ach,
Ted Mumby, announced yesterday.
that the formation of a new wrestling conference to include all Pacific Coast colleges is a definite
possibility.
The new conference was proposed by henry A. Stone wrestling coach at California. It would
be formed primarily to simplify
the wrestling set-up on the coast
and to cut down on the number
of tournaments and thereby allow
more time for dual meets.
According to Stone, formation
of the new conference would mean
that the Pacific Coast and CCAA
conferences would no longer hold
wrestling finals. Details have yet
to be worked out but Mumby said
yesterday that he was in favor of
the idea.

been in force, how much sooner
this barrier might have bee%broken. Satchel Paige, admittedly one
of the greatest pitchers ever to
take the mound, might have been
permitted to hurl his high hard
one in major league company instead of being forced to Play his
baseball In sandlot exhibition
games.
It has been said that a coach
would lose the control over his
team that he so vitally needs.
Frankly, we cannot conceive of
any member of the San, Jose State
staff dropping Es boy from his
squad because of his race or color.
If 70 men turn out for a team and
40 of them are cut from the squad,
we cannot imagine one of them
running to the Student Court with
the complaint that he, unlike the
other 39, was dropped because of
the color of his skin.
,
INTERSECTIONAL
As far as intersectional games
with southern schools are concerned, we personally feel It would
he better not to become a member
of the bigotry conference.
More intelligent people than
ourselves have presented both
sides of the amendment question.
However, we feel that a man’s
standing in the world of sports
depends purely on his ability and
sportsmanship. Which, we think,
Is the way it should be.

Sparfan Daily

Softball Standings
(Standings including May 10)
National League
Gaeclen City A.0
Spartan Manor
Spartan Daily Reds
Hit Paraders
Wildcats
Student "Y" .
Spartan Chi

W
3
3
3
2
1
0
0

Pct.
0
1
1
1
2
4
3

1.000
- .750
.750
.667
.333
.000
.000

American League
Ridgerunners
Music Club
Gay Ninery
The Cakers
Pyle Inn Boys
Newman Club
ROTC

4
3
2
1
1
1

0
1
2
1
2
3
2

1.000
.750
.500
.500
.333
.250
.000

SJS DOMINATES Track Ace Won’t
Run At Fresno
CCAA GOLF
,Complete totals of the CCAA
golf championship held last weekend on Santa Barbara’s Monteciio
Country club course show that the
champion San Jose State Spartans completely dominated the
finals.
HARRIS MEDALIST
The Spartan’s aggregate score
of 578 was one of the lowest in
conference history. Not one of
State’s four men had a round over
75. Bobby Harris tied Frank Morey of San Diego for medalist honors with a 140, even par figures.
Three putts on the 17th green of
his final round cost Ilarris a clear
title.
San Diego State finished second,
27 strokes behind San Jose State,
with a low aggregate of 605. Santa
Barbara took third with 647, and
COP with 653 and Fresno with
665 finished, in that order.

LOS ANGELES, (UP)
Mel
Patton was withdrawn today from
the open 100-meter dash at the
Fresno Relays Saturday night but
was entered in a special 100-yard
race to be run as an added attraction.
Coach Dean Cromwell of the
University of Southern California
withdrew Patton from the open
100 meters after learning that the
meet management would insist
that he run in a trial heat.

CcT-npetentv-OCillio-rTeli
testing service is now
available in San Jose.
Trained, experienced
counselors on hand to
measure Your interetc and abilitiec.

NATIONAL
APPROVED TESTS
Margaret Larson(s)
VOCATIONAL COUNSELING
SERVICE
Room 127
Columbia 9570-W
45 N. First Street
5 P.M.-9:30
Saturdays 9 to 4

USC, California, UCLA and Stanford will be fully represented,
along With the strong Olympic
and Los Angeles Athletic club
squads.

QUEEN CANDIDATE

SOFTBALL TODAY

Softball teams playing today at
3:45 on diamond one are Music
Department vs4 ROTC; no game
is scheduled fo ’diamond 2. Games
to be played at 5 p.m. are between
LEILA McMAHON
Spartan Daily ’Reds and Hit ParSPARTANS ENTER
smokes
aders on diamond 1, and between
San Jose Coach Bud Winter Spartan Chi and Student Y on
Intends to enter approximately 20 diamond 2.
men in hopes of winding up at or
I
Spartan Manor defeated the She Says:
near the top of the final stand"I tested them all for taste, mildings. Spartan trackmen will com- powerful Garden City Athletic
The ness, and firmness of pack. My cig
pete in all events except the med- club nine, 5-3, yesterday.
arette is Chesterfield."
ley relay, high jump, and prob- Wildcats stopped Spartan Chi Chesterfields year after year first
by
a
tally
of
11-1
in
a
sevenably the 120-yard high hurdles.
choice of college men and women.
inning run-sway game.
Before going into more detail
about the Relays, here is the,
completion of yesterday’s CCAA
resume.
The LAAC is at present favored to walk off with top scoring
honors, while the college competition may turn into a real dogfight.

CHESTERFIELDS

SPARTANS

Jack Passey was the only
Spartan to place in the 120-yard
high hurdles, while Tom Birmingham finished second behind Martin of Fresno in the 220 -lows.
PASSEY RUNS WELL
Passey’s fourth place performance was especially creditable,
however, since it was his first
race in over two months. Had he
not severely injured his leg just
before the Stanford meet, he
would have undoubtedly placed
higher up.
Pole vaulters lioward Overhouse and John Lankas far outvaulted the field by tying for top
honors with leaps of 13’6". Neither came very close to 14’ in
another attempt to break the
school record of 13’10", however.
Lankas’ vault was the best he
has done this year, and tied his
all-time mark.
Connie Varneck wound up in a
four-way tie for first in the high
jump by clearing 6’ 1/2", but may
not compete for the rest of the
season due to a leg injury which
has bothered him off and on most
of the year.
LIKENS UNDEFEATED
Bob Likens kept his undefeated
status intact In the javelin by
easily winning the event with a
toss of 203’. The NC2A champ
of twice running will be up
against much tougher competition
from now On; however.
The discus trio of Woody Linn,
Grant Denmark, and Ray Overhouse also kept pp their great
record of taking 1-2-3 in every
meet they have competed in this
season. Linn was top man Saturday night as he flipped the
platter 158’ 2 1/2", his best ever
throw. Woody also took the shot
put with a 471’ heave, well under
his best, but stated he was saving his strength for the discus.
.11

LET’S GET IN SHAPE
JOIN NOW!
AT REDUCED

RATES

learn to dance for less in the
new Arthur Murray

1=1’

class for students
Meet new friends, gain new popularity, learn to dance the famous
ARTHUR MURRAY way at a special new student rate. Yes its true
no need to miss those dancing
dates when you can learn to dance
for so little.
Contact Dick Parrott, campus
representative, in the Student
Union tomorrow morning between
8:30 "and 9:30 or call Col. 9400
for full particulars on the new
San Jose State student dancing
class.

Fox Trot

Samba
Rhumba
Waltz
Swing

ARTHUR
MURRAY
San Jose

938 The Alameda

Col. 9400

SPALDING
CADDY, RAVE
I1iEYSii01ZIENED

rrt /Post
Nag smoiti6

COURa?

WOODS YOU RR
USING;

THE GREENS SEEPA A LOT
NEAVSR.WHEN’YOU SWITCH
TO SPALDING WOODS!
NEW MODELS. PECSECTLY
BALANCED TO PUT MORE
*SWINGING WEI.6 FIT BEHIND
THE BALL .... ADD POWER
MD ACCURACY TO YOUR
WOOD
PATENTED GRIP CIROOVBS

.....SnoVaNaNsteee

GAMs....

‘fOUR GRIP THE SAMB

(’FOR ’EVERY GWIN43.

NEW

(Corner Post and So. Market Sts.)
Columbia 9833-J

SPALDINtir
WOODS

MASSAGE
REDUCING
HEAT ROOM
BODY-BUILDING
FIGURE CONTROL
WEIGHT-GAINING
PHYSICAL THERAPY
CABINET STEAM BATHS
ULTRA-VIOLET SOLARIUM
PHYSICAL CONDITIONING
ALL-PURPOSE GYMNASIUM
Individual Instruction
for

, MEN and WOMEN
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By CARL UNDERWOOD
For the first time this season. the Spartan track team will be
definite underdogs when they compete in the West Coast Relays at
Fresno’s Ratcliffe Stadium Saturday night._ The meet will bring together practically all the top trackmen in California, as well as several
outstanding men from other sections of the country. Such teams as

130 POST STREET

TESTING AND
COUNSELING
_ _ SERVI_CE
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NEW

JIMMY THOMSON
WOODS

HEALTH is WEALTH

I

De aid Top-Pllie at your Pro only.

SPALDING SETS THE PACE IN SPORTS
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Al Raffalli Succeeds Bob Culp
As Rally Committee Chairman
The Student Council, while returning the Rally committee constitution to Bob Culp for minor changes, chose Al Raffalli Rally committee chairman pro-tem at Monday’s regular meeting in the Student
Union. Raffalli will probably serve as chairman until the Rally committee constitution is approved
by the Council, at which time a
new chairman is expected to be
appointed.
Tinder the ASH oonstitagon,
the method of selecting the yell
leader has been changed. In the
past a choice was made by student body vote. Henceforth, however, the Student Council will
determine who will serve in that
capacity.
Bill Logan, chief justice, re-

Bill Horn, sophomore business
administration major, admitted to
Dean Paul M. Pitman yesterday
that a zealous belief in the evils
quested approval of the Council of discrimination led to his decorfor payment of a $24.51 bill in- ating Washington Square with
curred in printing the constitution countless pro-amendment leaflets.
ballots for the recent election.
Council members voted unanimously to *allot the money for
payment.
Upon the recommendation of
the Athletic department, Mario
Valdastri was voted the Gymnastics award for 1948. Valdastri, a
sophomore
physical
education
major, lives in Los Altos.

PI BETA SIGMA: Meeting tonight at 7:30 at 252 So. 11th St.
KAPPA DELTA PI: Meeting tomorrow at 4:30 in rpom 155.
ENGLISH MAJORS: Comprehensive examinations will be given
on Thursday, June 3, from 2 to 5
p.m. in room H 34.
JEWELRY STUDENTS: Please
pick up your materials this week
in room A29 preferably from 10:30
to 11:20 Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday; or from 12:30 to i20 on
Tuesday and Thursday.
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY
CLUB: Meet tomorrow night at 7
in B 72. Bring material for Spardi
Gras costumes.
MU DELTA PI: Meeting tonight at 7 in room 119.
TRI GAMMA: Meeting tonight
at 7:30 at 167 So. 7th.
PAN-AMERICAN LEA GU E:
Meeting tomorrow at 4 on lawn
by Social Science office.
DELTA PHI DELTA: Meet Friday at 4:30 in room A-1.
DIME -A-MITE: Meeting today
at 12 -noon in Student Y.
SHORT CIRCUITS BREA K FAST tomorrow at 7 a.m., YMCA.
TRICKS OF THE TRADE:
Meeting at 4:30 today in Student Y.
SYN STAFF: Meeting today at
4:30 at Student Y.
SIGMA KAPPA: Senior council
meet at 6:45 at Ste. Claire hotel
tonight.
Regular meeting 7:30;
pledges meet at 8.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE: New Duncan Phyfe
dining table. Drop-leaf, walnut 42"
by 56" plus four 10" extension
leaves. $85. Phone Santa Clara
1439-W.
LOST: Dark green shortie coat
in Science building. Please return
to Information office.
FOR SALE: ’36 Ford V-8 cpe.
New paint, good tires, jump seat.
Motor in very good condition. Call
at 99 Delmas, Apt. 1.
1929 Hupmobile
FOR SALE:
roadster. Good tires, $90.-472 No:
4th St. Bal, 5454-J.
TERM PAPERS TYPED: Students, don’t wait until too late.
Have term papers typed now before last minute rush. Edited; low
student rates. Bonnie Irelan d,
212A Porter Bldg., Santa Clara
St. at 2nd. Col. 4742-J.
FOR SALE: 513-T heavy frame
target rifle. A-1 condition, $45.
Call Col. 1323 after 6 p.m.
LOST: Brown Eversharp fountain pen with gold trim in Natural
Science building Monday morning.
Sentimental value. Reward. Ph.
Bal. 4235-R or leave in Lost and
Found.

DEMURE HARE OR BASHFUL BUNNY. I am endeavoring
to contact your anonymous spirit
concerning my sequestrated literature tome. It has not evolved
from the designated orifice, and
any further insinuations in conjunction with its environmental
status will be voluminously appreciated. Hauntedly yours, Banshee
or L. Spook N.

Petition Signers!
-Finish the job
vote YES tomorrow."
No vote is a NO vote!
*********************

Baseball Tonight
SAN JOSE

RED SOX
Vs.

BAKERSFIELD
1:00

PLACEMENT OFFICE
Qhed-vidttit---thr-abrolitthese:
1. Local firm needs clerk. Must
be good at figures. Salary, 75 cents
an hour.
2. Full-time typing position. Salary, $160.
3. Opportunities for graduates
in bookkeeping field with local
firm.

35c - Box Lunch - 35c
or you may **lire
SANDWICHES - PIE. MlL. ETC.
For BAG LUNCHES

San Jose Box Lunch
Sal! Service 135 E. San Antonio

qui

Results of Monday’s Collegiate
Christian Fellowship election
found Joe Arthur, an uncontested
candidate, as president; Ruth Sutherland, vice-president; Ina Rae
Vane’’, secretary, and Morgan Nelson, treasurer.
Arthur, Industrial Arts major
from Napa, was unanimously chosen president before the election
date.
Vice-president-elect
Ruth
Sutherland, an Art major, lists her

home

as Campbellpur, India. Ina
Rae Vancil majors in Business Education and lives in Turlock. Corn-’
merce major Morgan hails from
San Leandro.

Job Shop
STENOGRAPHER for part-time
now and fulltime all summer.
Good pay. Se6 Mrs. Pritchard in
Dean of Women’s office.

411ovemfmetha... Smokers Report

Announcements
SOJOURNER’S CLUB: Meet at
5 p.m. in !Hint of police school tonight.
AWS: Meeting today at 4:30 in
room 24.
DELTA THETA OMEGA: Meeting tonight at 7:30 in room 133.
ETA MU PI: Meeting tomorrow
night at 7:30 at 440 Homestead
Rd., Santa Clara. Informal initiation.
ALPHA CHI EPSILON: Meet
tomorrow at 3:30 and 4:30 in Student Union.
CHI DELTA PHI: Meeting tonight at 7 in room 107.
SENIORS: Senior announcements are now available at the
Spartan Shop.
NEWMAN CLUB: Softball players, meet at San Carlos turf today at 3.
YOUNG MEN’S SOUTHWEST
ALMADEN CHOWDER AND
MARCHING SOCIETY: Meet tonight at 6 at 801 Almaden to plan
campaign backing Vaux Mervy for
queen.
KNOCKNEED NINE: Meet at
7 tonight for practice. Several big
league managers will be there
with contracts. Bring old bats.
SKETCHING GROUP: Meet at
1:30 Sunday afternoon in front of
Student Union,
SIGMA GAMMA OMEGA:
Meeting tonight at 7 in room 24.
Business meeting, members only.
RECREATION COMMITTEE:
Meet at Student Y today at 4:30.

JOE ARTHUR IS NAMED PRESIDENT
HORN’S ZEAL GIVES OF
COLLEGIATE CHRISTIAN GROUP
REVISIONISTS
GOOD WORKOUT

MUNICIPAL STADIUM
":ifiktenis !I.
444 4A-V-14441*****

SAVE IN CASH!
3c A GAL. ON REGULAR
31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL

It’s Mee, Guys and Gels. Buy
your gasoline at the $AAVON
STATION. 4th and William.
MONEY BASK GUARANTEE.

$AAVON
Service Station
N.E. Cor

41h S William
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